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Introduction

From the moment a dispatcher receives the 911

call reporting a person experiencing chest pain or

sudden cardiac arrest, the responder clock

begins ticking. Historically, Emergency Medical

Dispatchers (EMDs) do not normally have the

opportunity to learn about the outcomes of the

patients who they have impacted.

Since trained (EMDs) are the ‘first’ first

responder, we know that the quality of care and

instruction that dispatcher provides is critical to

the outcome of the patient.

Trained EMDs utilizing IAED’s Emergency

Medical Dispatch rely on scripted protocol to give

instruction to the untrained bystander on both

aspirin administration and CPR if needed while

efficiently dispatching the correct tiered response.

The purpose of the poster is to recommend

information-sharing strategy/process between

EMDs and the receiving hospital medical

services (EMS) coordinator as a method to

promote a deeper understanding of the important

role EMDs play in the swift and accurate

identification of potential ST-Elevation Myocardial

Infarction (STEMI) cases are urgently transported

and triaged within the hospital system, and

dispatchers are not afforded the opportunity to

learn ‘The rest of the story.’

Results

Providing Dispatchers “The Rest of the Story”  

Materials and Methods

Whenever a STEMI is identified, these times will 

be shared by WCC dispatch for inclusion into the 

report.  If an EMD began instructing for bystander 

CPR, the exact time of first CPR compression 

mined from the voice recorder in dispatch will also 

be shared with the hospital team for the report.  

STEMI reports are sent electronically via e mail to 

the WCC Training and Ops Manager, who will 

look up the call to find out who the EMD was.  

She will provide a copy to that EMD and also post 

a copy to the EMD bulletin board.  

The information really helps us to provide the 

‘why’ behind what we do. We learn to trust the 

protocol when we are able to see positive results, 

and this method of providing ‘real world’ success 

stories helps the EMDs to believe in the process, 

and in the important role they play in the world of 

Emergency Medical Services.

Conclusion

This program allows the dispatchers to see the

striking physical evidence and the positive

outcome of the successfully managed cardiac

events…events that they were a part of.

This creates a unique synergy between the

hospital system, the EMS personnel, and the

individual EMD providing initial instruction to the

caller.

Hospital receives STEMI patient

Hospital Contact Prepares report; reaches out to 911 center 
for:

Time of 911 call

Time of tone to department

Time of 'hands on chest' if available

Hospital releases report to involved EMS agency

and 

Sends copy to Dispatch Center Contact

Dispatch Contact Shares copy of report with 
EMD/ Call taker

Dispatch Contact Posts Copy of Report on EMD 
Bulletin board for all to review
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